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Fletcher Byrom argued "make sure you generate a reasonable number of blunders", which is known as to very
important by Peter and Waterman, who dispute that successful companies need to innovate, perform research
and develop loose limited properties. Agencies make definite decisions that carry out vague policy initiated in
Congress or by the President. Ritzer argued that bureaucracy has dehumanizing effect start to see the
McDonaldization of World , which is unethical. The vast majority of the departments, agencies, and
commissions that make up the federal bureaucracy today were created by Congress through legislative acts.
When the design sees revisions, it requires approval again. Taylor believed that finding the best way for each
individual to perform his job would lead to a more productive workplace. Whether autonomy and
establishment of a strong culture actually facilitates motivation or causes disparity between formal and
informal culture just as Disney. Therefore, I really believe owning a culture based on Post-bureaucracy
doesnot completely undermine the need for bureaucracy. Starting with the word citizen, as it is the easiest to
define. As government bureaucracies grew in the twentieth century, new management techniques sought to
promote greater efficiency. The crew is setup and waiting, while the paperwork runs through administrative
departments and works into the scheduling potential of an engineer. They are also the mixture of Weberian
ideal-type with principles of democratic leadership Clegg and Courpasson,  Merton argued that it could be the
truth that rules are more important than consequence, which may lead to inefficiency, as thought by Blau ,
who feared that trade unions may create an contract of work to rule only. Lane argues that advanced schooling
has made professionals less insecure and much more prepared to delegate work to those beneath them. The
hierarchy, seniority and levels really matter when using this method of management. With all the emergence
of flexible organizations Atkinson: and sites this becomes more of an ideology. Bureaucracy is one of the
rational structures that are playing in an over-increasing role in modern society. He used an ideal type to
analysis appear of the bureaucracy form of organization. Usually, these individuals are self-appointed, of a
particular class of men who are often rich in money and stature, self-made or men who inherited their net
worth. Incase of delayered globalised businesses like multinationals, sites and flexible organizations, culture
management and empowerment is required. Also We Can Offer! A movements from standardized mass
market products to niche marketing; focus on every individual market segment requiring flexible
specialization Piore and Sabel: , increased globalization and competition Lash and Urry and emergence of
complicated technology providing power to people who possessed knowledge about it, trade unions pushing
for more job rights and change towards demand driven economies Moody emphasizing the inflexibility of
large range organizations, resulted in the emergence of Post bureaucratic Organizations PBO , reinforcing that
bureaucracy is not perfect. The question occurs, whether it's practical or simply an ideology? Passing this
among departments while a crew is setting up in the field, is time consuming and, ultimately, it costs money.
According to the calculations of experts, the authority could then be effectively exercised only within a radius
of only kilometers from the city center, where the leaders resided. The Scientific approach has more room for
creativity, but it remains very much focused on production and on finding the best route to meet the highest
levels of production possible. The idea that bureaucracies are inefficient based solely on red tape is discredited
with this piece. Some of the most important aspects associated with street-level bureaucracy are the use of
discretion, collecting and testing evidence, and making judgments about other people while deciding on what
to do with them. Effectively managing time and coordinating pieces of a project, according to phase and time
requirements, makes it possible to drive everything forward effectively, while maintaining the strict budgets,
record keeping and other Bureaucratic constraints. Although there are some studies on this perspective were
discussed before him, those theories did not form as systematic theory. In section 1, I shall discuss leadership
in terms of communication by drawing upon the article by Barry B. In essence, the theory is based on seniority
rules, following guidelines and adhering to strict processes. The reason why we have bureaucratic agencies is
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to build the infrastructure of the country. Whether employees take delight in empowerment, as thought by
Berggen or are too timid, frightened and lazy for taking responsibility? Thus bureaucracy means desk
government. I will outline why a strong culture is required for organisations in a post-bureaucratic era.


